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INTRODUCTION 
Let ~ be a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra. Let b c fi be 
a fixed Cartan subalgebra, A the corresponding root system of 9, and W 
the Weyl group. Moreover let ~ and W be the affine real root system and 
the affine Weyl group associated to A [3]. We fix a positive system A ÷ in 
A and denote by A ÷ the corresponding positive system in A. For each 
o~ ~ A + let L~ be the root space of ~ relative to a, n = ~a+L~,  and 
19 be the Borel subalgebra 19 = ~ • n. An ideal i of 19 is ad-nilpotent (i.e., 
it consists of ad-nilpotent elements) if and only if it is included in n; 
moreover, in such a case i is a direct sum of root spaces L~, a ~ A +. In 
this paper we describe an encoding of the ad-nilpotent ideals of 19 by 
elements of I~; moreover we characterize the elements of if" arising in this 
way. In fact, for w ~ 1~ we consider the set 
N(w) =  +lw 
where /~-= -~÷.  It is well known that N(w) determines w uniquely. We 
associate in a natural way to any ad-nilpotent ideal of 19 a set of roots in 
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A+ which turns out to be of the form N(w); moreover such a set reflects 
the descending central series of the ideal. For the abelian ideals of b, such 
a correspondence with subsets of type N(w), hence with elements in the 
affine Weyl group, has been established by Peterson (see [4]). As a 
consequence, he proves the following remarkable result: the number of 
abelian ideals of a Borel subalgebra of any simple Lie algebra of rank n is 
2 n, independently of the type of g. The proofs of these results are 
unpublished but are clearly outlined in [4]. We generalize the idea of 
Peterson to all ad-nilpotent ideals of b. We also give here a proof of his 
enumerative r sult. 
The problem of enumerating ad-nilpotent ideals of fixed class of nilpo- 
tence seems to be quite complicated. On the other hand the set J of all 
ad-nilpotent ideals is in bijection with the increasing set of roots studied by 
Shi [7] in a different context; using his results we determine the cardinality 
of J for any g. For classical Lie algebras the increasing sets are indeed 
encoded by suitable "subdiagrams" of a fixed (possibly shifted) staircase 
diagram. We give a simple characterization of the subdiagrams corre- 
sponding to abelian ideals. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
7/,N,N + will denote the sets of integer, non-negative integer and 
positive integer numbers, respectively. We set, for n ~ N, [n] = {1 . . . .  , n}. 
We write a > 0 (resp. a < 0) to mean that the root a is positive (resp. 
negative). 
We first recall the description of the affine Weyl group and root system 
given in [3] and the explicit relation between this description and the 
classical one [2]. We follow the approach of Kac's book [3] (to which we 
refer for details and proofs);, However, our interest focuses more on the 
geometric properties of A, W rather than on the theory o f  Kac-Moody 
algebras: therefore we do not include imaginary roots in A; in particular, 
our A is Are in Kac's notation. 
Let 17 = {a  1 . . . .  , a n} be the simple roots of A +. We set V -b~ = 
~i n 1 ~ ai and denote by ( , ) the positive symmetric bilinear form induced 
on V by the Killing form. We describe the affine root system associated to 
A as follows [3, Chapt. 6]. We extend V and its inner product setting 
1~= V~ ~6 ~9 •Z, (6, 6) = (6, V)  = (A,A) = (A,V) = 0, and(& A) = 1. 
We still denote by ( , ) the resulting (non-degenerate) bilinear form. The 
affine root system associated to A is A=A+g6={a+k6 la~A,  
k ~ 77}; remark that the affine roots are non-isotropic vectors. The set of 
positive affine roots is A+= (A++ N6) u (A -+ N+6), where A -= --A +. 
We denote by 0 the highest root of A and set a 0= -0+6,  1~I= 
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{a0, . . . ,  an}. For each a ~ 7~+ we denote by s~ the corresponding 
reflection of 1~, s,~(x) = x - [2(a, x) / (a ,  a)]x for x ~ 1~. The affine Weyl 
group associated to A is the group W generated by {s, [ a ~ 7~+}; the set 
{s~ I a ~ l~I} is a set of Coxeter generators for W; we denote by^/  the 
corresponding length function. Note that w(6) = 6 for any w ~ W. Now 
consider the W-invariant affine subspace E = {x ~ V l(x, 6 )= 1}. Re- 
mark that E = V • R 6 + h; let zr: E ~ V be the natural projection. For 
w~f fz  we set ~= ~'OWte. We have that the map w ~  gives an 
isomorphism of l i  z onto a group War of affine transformations of V [3, 
6.6]. W~f is the usual affine representation f the affine Weyl group [2, VI, 
Sect. 2]. In fact, for a ~ h + and k c 77 set 
= (x Vl( x, ) = k} 
and let S~,k denote the orthogonal reflection with respect o Ha, k in V. 
For/3 ~ V, let/4~ be the hyperplane orthogonal to/3 in IP. Then it is easy 
to see that, for each a ~ A +, k > 0 and h > 0, we have 
n e)  = Ho, , , ,  = 
E) =.o 
Moreover, if C is the fundamental chamber of 1~ and A is the fundamen- 
tal alcove of Way, 
C = {x ~ l?[ ( x, ,~i) > O for i = O . . . . .  n}, 
A = {x~ V I (x ,a )  > 0Va~ 11,(x, 0) < 1}, 
then A = 7r(C f3 E). From this it easily follows that, for any a ~ A +, 
k~N+,h~N 
1.1. 
w- l (  -a  + k/5) < 0 if and only if H~, k separates A and w(A) ,  
w-I (  a + h6)  < 0 if and only if Ha,-h separates A and w(A) .  
Now we recall the main properties of the sets N(w) ,  w ~ W. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A subset L c A+ is called compatible if it verifies the 
following conditions: 
(1) If h , / z ,h+/x~L and h+/x~A+,  then h+/x~L.  
(2) If A + Ix ~ L, A, /x ~ A+, and / z~L ,  then A~L.  
If L satisfies (1), we say that L is closed. 
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THEOREM 1.3 [5]. Let ~ + be an affine root system not  of type_~ 1.Then a 
finite subset L c ~+ is compatible if and only if it is of the form N(w), 
w • 1~. Moreover, w is uniquely determined by L. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let L be a compatible set. A total order < on L is 
called a compatible order if it verifies the following conditions: 
(a) If  A , /~ ,A+/~L and h<~,then  h<h+p~</z .  
(b) I f  A+ ~•L ,  h , /x•  ~+ and tz~L ,  then A•L  and 
h<h+/~.  
Remark. Fix a reduced expression w = s 1 .-- sk, with s i = s~, 13/• I~l; 
then N(w)  = {sl "'" Sp_l(/3p)[1 < p _< k}. Moreover,  the choice of a re- 
duced expression for w induces on N(w)  a total order, as follows: for 
ol,7 • N(w)  set oz<7 if a=s I ... Sp_l( /3p), 7=s l  "" Sq_l( /3q) with 
1 _ p < q _< k. Such an order is compatible; moreover,  if L is a finite 
compatible set, then any compatible order on L is induced by a reduced 
expression of the unique element w • W such that L = N(w)  [5, Sect. 2, 
Theorem]. 
2. ad -N ILPOTENT IDEALS OF  b AND AFF INE  
COMPATIBLE  SETS 
Assume that i is an ideal of b and that i _c rt. Then it is clear that i is a 
direct sum of root spaces L~, a • A +. We set 
J=  {i___111iidealofb}, 
and, for i • J we set 
q~t = {a • •+ I L~ ___i}, 
so that i = (9~ ~.  L~. It is clear that if a • ~ i , /3  • dX+, and a +/3  • A + 
then a + /3 • Oi l  and that, moreover,  this property characterizes the sets 
~ i ,  i • J .  We set 
:~-={~c_A +l i fa•qS , /3•A +,o~+/3•A +then a+/3•q~} 
and, for • • ~,, 
Then i~ •..,¢ and ~i, 
~.  For  i • . .7  let 
i~= ~L~.  
= ~,  SO that i ~ qb i is a bijection between J and 
i 1 = i ,  . . . ,  i k = [ i k - l , i ] ,  . . .  
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be its descending central series, and n( i )  its index of ni lpotence (the 
number  of nonzero terms of the descending central series). For qb _ A +, 
set 
= + 
Then we have the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. I f  ¢b ~ ~,, then ( i~)  k = i~  ~.  In particular q~k ~ 9- 
~k _> 1; moreover 
=dp~2_  ... d~D_ . - . .  
Proof. We first prove that if x = [[xx, x z] . . . . .  Xk], with x i ~ L#i , 
[3i ~ ~,  then x ~ iok; this clearly implies the inclusion ( i , )k  C i .k .  I f  
X = 0 we are done; otherwise we have that [31 + "'" + [3i E A + for i < k 
so that /31 + -.. +[3k ~ ~k and x ~ iek. 
Conversely, assume x ~ iok, say x ~ L¢ with [3 ~ ~k. By definition 
[3=[31 + ' ' "  +[3k and [31 + ' ' "  +[3i ~ A+ for i<k ,  so that L~= 
[[L~l, Lea],. .  ., LCk] G ( ie )  k. | 
DEFINITION 2.2. For  dp ~ ~ we define 
L ,  = U 
k~N + 
We are going to prove that the set L4  in the above definition is 
compatible and is, indeed, the minimal compatible set including -a  + 
for each a ~ qb. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let ¢b ~ J,, [3, 3' ~ A+, and kl ,  k 2 ~ N +. I f  
[3 + 3" ~ dpkl+k2 
then either [3 ~ cb kl or 3" E cb ~z. 
Proof. Set oz = [3 + 3' and k = k 1 + k 2. We proceed by induction on 
k > 2. By the inductive definition of apk there exist ~/~ ~k-1  and ~ ~ 
such that ~/+ ~ = 13 + y = a.  We have 
= [3) + + (¢ , [3 )  + (¢ ,v )  > o, 
therefore one of the summands in the right-hand side of the previous 
relation is positive. Since the difference of two roots having positive scalar 
product is a root, and since ~7 - /3  = 3' - f and ~ - 3' = /3  - f ,  we have 
that either r / - [3  ~ A or , / -3 ,  ~ A. It suffices to consider the case 
~/ -  [3 ~ A. Suppose/3 - ~/~ A +. We have [3 = ( [3 - ~/) + ~7, ~7 ~ ~k-  1, 
and dP k-1 ~ ~,  therefore  we obtain [3 ~ ~k-1  ___ ~k, .  Assume 
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~/ - /3  ~ A +. First note that if k 2 = 1 then, since 3' = ~ + (3' - ~), Y - 
= , / - /3  ~ A +, and ~ ~ ~, we obtain that 3' ~ ~ = q~k2; SO let k 2 > 1. 
Nowwe assume that /3 ~ ~kl and show that y c @k2, which concludes the 
proof. We have , /=  (~/ - /3 )  +/3  ~ dp k- l ,  so, by the inductive assump- 
tion, we obtain , / - /3  ~ ~k2-1. Then y - ~ = , / -  /3 c ~g~-l ,  and there- 
fore 3' = (3 ' -  ~:) + s c ~ qb~2. | 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let • c_ j .  Then L~ is compatible. 
Proof We prove that properties (1) and (2) of Definition 1.2 hold for 
L®. Indeed, (1) is immediate from the definition of L~,, so let us prove (2). 
Let a~L . ,  a=/3+ 3", /3, 3,~/X+. Then a= -a  o+k6 for some 
k~N + and o~ oc~.  We have /3=/3o+k16 and 3"= 3'0 +k23 for 
some /30, 3'0 in A and k 1,k 2 in N such that k I + k 2 = k. Moreover at 
least one of /30 and 3'0 is a negative root, since /3o + T0 = -% is 
negative. Assume /30 < 0 and 3'0 > 0. Then -/30 = a0 + 3'0 and since 
a 0 ~ ~ cg-we obtain -/30 ~ ~k __ ~kl and hence /30 + k13 ~ Le.  So 
we may assume that both /30 and 3"0 are negative; remark that in such a 
case we have kl, k 2 > 0. We have ( - /30)  + (-3"0) = a0 ~ qs~, hence, by 
Lemma 2.3 either -/30 ~ ~'  or -3 '0 ~ qbk~; hence either /3 =/30 + k16 
L . ,  or 3' = T0 + k23 ~ L . ,  as desired. | 
COROLLARY 2.5. I f  • ~ ~,, then L® is the minimal compatible set 
including -•  + 3. 
Proof By definition each element in L .  is a sum of elements in 
-qb + 3. By Definition 1.2 any compatible set is closed, hence if it 
includes -•  + 3, it also includes L . .  | 
Remark. A compatible set should contain at least one simple root. 
Since by definition L .  does not contain any of the simple roots of the 
finite system A, we have that - 0 + 3 belongs to L e. 
For any ad-nilpotent ideal i we set L i = L,~i. Using 1.3 we obtain an 
injective map from the set S of ad-nilpotent ideals of l) to 1~. 
THEOREM 2.6. Consider i ~ .  Then there exists a unique w i ~ if'such 
that L i = N(wi). 
In 2.11 we shall characterize the set {w i [i ~S}.  By the definition and 
Lemma 2.1 the compatible set L i naturally reflects the descending central 
series of i; in particular we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose i ~ . .  We have n(i)  = k if and only if L i 
contains some root of the form -o~ o + k3 and no root of the form 
-/30 + (k + 1)3 with a o,/30 ~ A+. 
Restricting to the class of abelian ideals, we obtain the following result, 
due to Peterson. 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. The following statements are equivalent for CO c h +: 
(i) i~ is an abelian ideal. 
(ii) The set {6 - 13 [ 13 ~ cO} is compatible. 
(iii) co~aa -={co ~3-1a ,13~co~a+13~A}"  
The enumeration of abelian ideals follows now easily. 
THEOREM 2.9 (Peterson). I f  g has rank n, then it has exactly 2" abelian 
ideals. 
Proof Let w ~ W. We prove that N(w) = L i for some abelian ideal i 
of 13 ff and only if w(A) c_ 2A, where A is the fundamental lcove. Since 
the volume of 2A is 2" times that of A, and since 2A is a union of w(A) 
with w ~ IY, up to a null subset, we obtain the result. We use 1.1. First it is 
obvious that w(A)c_ 2A, otherwise Ho, 2 separates A and w(A), and 
- 0 + 28 ~ N(w) against the assumption. Conversely, if w(A)  c_ 2A, then 
each hyperplane which separates A and w(A)  intersects 2A. But for each 
x~2A and for each a~A + we have 0<(x ,a )<(x ,  0 )<2,  since, 
(x, ai) > 0 for i=  1 . . . . .  n and 0 is the highest root. Therefore if 
H~,k ~2A v~O, forsome a~ h + andk~77,  then0<k<2.  | 
Now we are going to characterize the compatible sets of type L,~, 
CO ~ #-. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let L c_ A- + N + 6 be compatible. Then 
{a~A+ l -a+ 6~L} ~J .  
Proof Set D={a~A +l -a+ 6~L} and let a~D and /3~A + 
be such that a+13~ A +.Then-a -13+ 6~+,13~+ and-a -13  
+ 6 +/3 = -a  + 6 ~ L. Then, by property (2) of Definition 1.2, either 
13~L, or -a -13+6~L.  S inceLc_h-+N+6,  weobtain -a -13+ 
6~L,  hence c r+/3~D.  | 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let L c A -+ N+6 be compatible. Then there exists 
CO ~ J such  that L = L ,  if and only if, for any compatible order 
L = {')/1 < "'" < "Yk}, 
we have Yk ~ --A++ 6, 
Proof Let CO={a~ A + l -a+6~L}.  By Lemma 2.10 cow, rand  
by Corollary 2.5 Le _c L. Moreover it is clear that L ~ L , ,  for CO' ~ CO. 
Recall from [1, Sect. 3] that N(wa) c_ N(w2) if and only if there exists 
u ~ 1~ such that w 2 = wlu , / (w  2) = f (w 1) +/ (u) .  Using this property, it
is not difficult o deduce the following fact: if N is any compatible set and 
M c N, then M is compatible if and only if there exists a compatible order 
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< of N having M as an initial section, i.e., such that x < y for each 
x e M and y ~ M \ N. It follows that if L = Leo and < is any compati- 
ble order on L, then the last element a of < belongs to -do + 6, 
otherwise L \ {t~} would be a compatible set including -do + 6, contra- 
dicting Corollary 2.5. Conversely, if Leo ~ L, then if we take a compatible 
order < on L having Leo as initial section, we obtain that the last 
element o fL fo r  < does not belong to -do+6.  | 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let w ~ 1~. Then w = w i for some i ~ J  if and only 
if the following conditions hoM: 
(i) w-a(a)  > 0 for each a ~ II; 
(ii) if w(a)  < O for some a ~ II, then w(a)  = /3 - 6 for some 
/3e  A +. 
Proof. We have w = w i for some i ~ J  in and only if N(w) = Leo for 
some do ~ ~. By the definition of Leo, (i) is a necessary condition for N(w) 
to equal some L,~ with do ~ ~. Moreover,^if (i) holds, then we have 
N(w) _ A -+ N+3. We observe that if c~ ~ II, we have w(ce) < 0 if and 
only if there exists a reduced expression of w -~ starting with G,  say 
w-~ = s, st~ .-- s~. In such a case s~ ... s~ s, is a reduced expression of 
w; therefore s ~'.. sR.(a)= -w(a)  ~ belon~gs to N(w)  and is the last 
element of N(w) for the order induced by s~ ... @ls,. Now, if N(w) = L .  
for some do ~ ~,, by Proposition 2.11 we obtain that -w(a)  - /3  - a for 
some/3 ~ A +, as claimed. Conversely, if y is the last element of N(w) for 
some compatible order, then a = -w- l (y )  is a positive simple root and 
we have w(a)  = - 3' < 0. Therefore, if condition (ii) holds, we obtain that 
3' = - /3  + 8 for some/3 ~ A +. If, moreover, condition (i) holds too, then 
we can apply Proposition 2.11, obtaining that N(w) = Leo for some do ~ ~. 
! 
3. ENUMERATION OF ad-NILPOTENT IDEALS 
Endow A + with the following partial order: a </3 i f /3 - a is a sum of 
positive roots. Then it is easy to see that @ ~ 3- if and only if do is 
increasing w.r.t. < ,  i.e., if a ~ do,/3 ~ A +, a </3 then /3 ~ do. Therefore, 
enumerating ad-nilpotent ideals is equivalent to enumerate the increasing 
subset of A +: this problem has been solved, for another purpose, by Shi in 
[6, Sect. 2-3]. He enumerates the increasing sets for g of any type: for 
classical Lie algebras the proof is obtained by establishing a bijection 
between increasing sets and a suitable set of Young diagrams (possibly 
shifted). We shall give a simple characterization of the diagrams corre- 
sponding to the abelian ideals through this bijection. Moreover we provide 
an alternative proof of the enumeration for the classical types. 
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We first recall the bijection. Display the positive roots in a (possibly 
shifted) diagram T of suitable shape; hence we can assign to a box (i, j )  in 
T a positive root tij. We then consider the natural map t: 2a+--* 2 r which 
associates to a subset (I) of positive roots the corresponding boxes t(dp) --- 
T,~ c_ T. The shape and the filling of T are chosen in such a way that t 
restricts to a bijection between gand the set of subdiagrams T '  c_ T. 
For type A n, T is the (unshifted) diagram of shape (n, n - 1 , . . . ,  1); it 
is filled with the positive roots according to the assignment i j  = 0/i 
+ "'" + 0/n-j+~, 1 < i < j  < n. For example, for A 3 
0/1 -~ Ol2 -b 0/3 0/1 q- 0/2 0/1 
0/2 q- 0/3 0/2 
0/3 
For type B., T is the shifted diagram of shape (2n - 1, 2n - 3 . . . . .  1) and 
the filling is defined as 
ai + "'" +2(a]+1 + "'" +o/n), 1 <_j _< n - 1 
t i j  = 
0¢i + "'" q -0~2n- j ,  
For example, for B 3 
0/1 + 20/2 + 20/3 0/1 -1- 0/2 + 2a3 
a 2 + 2 a 3 
n < j  <2n-1 .  
0~1 q- 0/2 at- 0/3 °tl '~ 0/2 0/1 
0/2 q- 0/3 Or2 
Ol 3 
The same shape (2n - 1, 2n - 3 . . . . .  1) can be used to deal with case Cn; 
nOW 
a i+ ' "+2(0 / j+ ' "Otn_ l )+0/n ,  l<_ j<_n- -1  
t i j  "= 
a i "-k "'" -b0 /2n_ j ,  n <j  <_ 2n - 1.  
For example, for C3 
2a l  + 2a2 + 0/3 a l  q- 2a2  + 0/3 a l  q- 0/2 -{- 0/3 0/1 q- 0/2 0/1 
2a2 + 0/3 0/2 -b 0/3 0/2 
0/3 
Recall that the long roots of a root system of type B n form a subsystem 
of type Dn; this motivates the choice for T in case D n. Let T be the 
shifted diagram of shape (2n-  2 ,2n-  4 . . . .  ,2); it is filled with the 
positive roots according to the assignment 
0/i + "'" +2(0/ /+1 + "'" +an-e)  + 0/n -1  + an ,  1 < j  <_ n - 2 
tiy = 0/i + "'" + an-2  + an, j = n -- 1 
0/i @ "'" "b O l2n- j ,  n <_ j <_ 2n  - 1. 
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For example, for D4, setting 0 = a 1 + 20t 2 + ot 3 + 0l 4 
O/1 4- 0/2 4- 0/3 q- 0/4 0/1 4- 0/2 + 0/4 0/1 q- 0/2 -1- 0/3 0/1 -t- 0/2 
O/2 q- 0/3 + °~4 0/2 q- 0/4 0/2 -1- 0/3 0/2 
0/4 0/3 
0/1 
In case D we need the following ad hoc definition. For B ___ T, denote 
by B ° the set of boxes obtained from B by exchanging columns n - 1, n. 
This definition mirrors the involution of the Dynkin diagram of D n 
exchanging an_ 1, an. 
In the following we fix T to be the diagram of shape (n, n - 1 , . . . ,  1) 
(resp. shifted shape (2n - 1, 2n - 3 . . . .  ,1), (2n - 2, 2n - 4 , . . . ,  2)) in case 
A ,  (resp. B n or Cn, Dn). The filling of T is the one specified above in each 
case. 
The North-West corner of an element tij ~ T is defined as the set 
{th~ ~ T I h < i, k < j}. We say that a set of boxes A of T is a subdiagram 
of T if A contains the North-West corner of its elements. 
Let y denote the class of subdiagrams of T. 
Let finally ~n = [1/(n + 1)](~ n) be the nth Catalan number. 
THEOREM 3.1 [7, Th. 3.2]. The map t is a bijection between 3 -and  y 
when g is o f  type A ,  B or C. In case D, t is a bijection between o~ and the sets 
of  boxes B c_ T such that either B or B ° belongs to y .  
Let a n denote the cardinality of  J for ~ o f  rank n. 
I f  ~ is o f  type A n, then a n = ~'n+l. 
I f  ~ is o f  type B n or Cn, then a n --- (2n) = (n + 1)~ n. 
I f  ~ is o f  type D n, then a n = (n + 1)~ n - n~ n_ 1- 
Remarks. (1) The previous analysis can be completed with [7, Th. 3.6]: 
if ~ is of type E6, ET, Es,/74, G2, then a n = 832, 4160, 25 080, 105, 8, 
respectively. 
(2) We provide an alternative approach to the second statement of 
the previous theorem. Let g be of type An; from [8, 6.19 vv.] it follows that 
an = ~n+l"  
let g be of type B n or Cn; we have to count the number of diagrams 
contained in T: this can be recovered from [6], Corollary to Th. 1. There it 
is proved that the number of shifted tableaux S = (Sij), 1 < i < q, i < j <_ 
p+q- i  of shifted shape (p+q-  1 ,p+q-3  . . . . .  p -q+ 1) with 
0 < Sij <_ m and Sij > S(i+l)j, Sij > Si(j+l) is given by 
1--I H p q f l  i + j + k -1  
i= l j=ak=l i+ j+k  2 
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If  m = 1, the set of boxes filled with 1 in a tableau determines a 
subdiagram, and any subdiagram can be obtained in this way. Setting 
p = q = n, m = 1 in the previous formula, we obtain 
n i+ ,  (2. )  
a ,= 1-I = (n + 1)g~n •
i , j=a i+ j -  1 
In the case of Dn, we note that the sets of  boxes B __C_ T such that B ~ y 
are counted by Proctor 's formula with p = n, q = n - 1, m = 1; we have 
therefore a contribution 
n . -1  i+ j  n+l  
1-IFI 
i= l j=a  i+ j -  1 2 
On the other hand, the number  of B c_C_ T such that B ~ y and B ° ~ y is 
1~'[ - I~l,  where ~ '  = {B c T [ B ~ y}  and ~ is the set of diagrams 
having columns n - 1, n of the same length. Clearly, the elements of 
are as many as the subdiagrams of the shifted diagram obtained from T by 
removing the nth column, whose shape is (2n - 3, 2n - 5 , . . . ,  1). By the 
previous calculation in case B we get 1~1 = nW n_ 1. The claim follows. 
Recall that the hook length of a box in a Young diagram is the number  
of boxes directly below and directly to the right of  the box, including the 
box once. We need one more notation; for a set of  boxes T¢ __c_ T, go ~ ~,  
we set r/~ = max{j[tij E T¢}. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Consider go ~ ~.. We have go E ~ if and only if 






rl ¢ + r2 ¢ < 2n - 1 in T¢ when ~ of type B,; 
vl¢ < n in T¢ when ~ of type C,; 
r~ + r2 ~ <_ 2n - 2 in T~, when g of type D,. 
Let h denote the hook length of hi  = 0 in T¢. Remark that, by 
the definition of T¢ there exist two roots in go which sum up to 0 if and 
only if h < n: in particular h > n implies go ~ J~. To conclude the proof  
we show that if go ~ O~aa, then h > n. In fact we show that if there exists a 
triple a, /3,  a +/3  ~ gO, then there exist a ' , /3 '  ~ go such that a '  + /3 '  = 
0. It suffices to consider the case a = a i -b . . .  -ba j ,  /3 ~- a j+ 1 -b . . .  -bah ,  
1 <i  < j_<h <n;  indeed a~ go implies a '  = a I + . . .  +a j  ~ go, 
whereas /3 ~ go implies aj+ a + --. +a ,  ~ go; clearly, a '  + /3 '  = 0. 
Type B is dealt with a similar argument; the details are as follows. As 
above, we remark that there exist two roots in go which sum up to 0 if and 
only if h a +/~2 > 2n - 1: this can be checked directly, observing that if 
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s ~ + r/ = 0, then necessarily ~ appears on the first row of T and r /on  the 
second row (or vice versa). 
Then we show that a decomposit ion of any root 3' c qb as a sum of two 
roots in d~ can be modified to a decomposit ion 0 as a sum of two roots in 
qb. We have to consider two cases: 
3" = (o l  i --}- ... -.[-aj) .-]- (a j+  1 -1- ... +O/h) , 1 < i < j  < h < n 
3' = (a i  + "'" +a j  + 2(oej+, + - - -  q-o/n)) q'- (O~r "[- " "  +O/ j ) ,  
l< i< j<n 
l <r  < j , r~ i .  
The first case is dealt with an argument similar to the one used in type A. 
For the second case, we argue as follows. If r > 1 we note that O/i 
+ . . .+a j+2(a j+ 1 + ' "+an)  ~qb implies s ~= a 1 +- - -  +o/ j+2(o / j+  1 
+ ... + an) ~ qb. On the other hand O/r + "'" + aj ~ ~ implies r/ = O/2 
+ --- + O/j ~ ~:  therefore we obtain ~ + r /=  0, as desired. If instead 
r = 1 we may take ~= a l  +""  +O/j, ~= O/2 + "'" +a j  + 2(%.+1 
+ ... + a n) and conclude as above. 
Type D is similar to the previous one. In type C we remark that any 
decomposit ion of the highest root involves elements of the first row of T: 
by inspection one checks that there exists ~, ~ ~ • with ~ + 77 = 0 if and 
only if r~  > n; the rest of the proof is analogous to the previous cases. | 
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